VOYAGER FOCUS 2

We couldn't build a wall around you to block out background noise, so we did the next best thing: created a “focus zone” with the new Voyager Focus 2 headset. All you hear is your call with three levels of hybrid active noise canceling (ANC). All they hear is you with our pro-grade microphones using Poly Acoustic Fence technology. And while you're thinking about your call, it's thinking for you, alerting you so you never again have to say, “Oops, I forgot I'm on mute.” Heck, just put on the headset and it automatically answers the call for you. It's all the Poly next-level engineering you expect with the wear-it-all-day comfort you need.

• Three levels of Advanced Digital Hybrid Active Noise Canceling (ANC).
• Advanced multiple microphone noise canceling with Acoustic Fence technology in a discreet boom.
• Stereo sound for calls and media/music.
• Dynamic Mute Alert senses and tells you when talking while muted.

STEREO BLUETOOTH® HEADSET

BENEFITS

• Stay comfortable during a full day of calls wearing an ultra-comfortable headband with sling and plush ear cushions.
• Enjoy the simplicity of an easy-to-use headset with smart sensors for answering calls, pausing music and instantly muting calls.
• Give those around you a visual cue that you're busy—an online ear cup indicator flashes when you’re on a call.
• It just works—the smart microphone boom automatically maintains left and right audio no matter which side the headset is worn.
VOYAGER FOCUS 2

SPECIFICATIONS

CONNECTS TO
- Voyager Focus 2 UC: PC via included BT700 Bluetooth adapter or via USB cable; smartphone via Bluetooth
- Voyager Office base*: PC via included USB-A or USB-C cable, desk phone via included cable.

RECOMMENDED FOR
- Voyager Focus 2 UC: Professionals on calls all day in noisy home or office environments
- Voyager Office base*: Professionals that want to connect their Voyager Focus 2 or Voyager 4300 UC Series headset to a desk phone

WIRELESS
- Bluetooth v5.1
- Class 1
- Multipoint connectivity, headset connects to two devices at the same time, remembers up to 8 devices
- Supported Bluetooth profiles
  - A2DP, AVRCP, HSP, HFP
- Range
  - Voyager Focus 2 UC: up to 50 m/164 ft
  - Voyager Office base: up to 91 m/300 ft

WIRED
- Connect to PC via included micro USB cable with audio over USB mode

BATTERY
- Battery Capacity: 560mAh
- Battery Type: lithium ion
- Talk time:
  - Up to 25 hours (ANC and online indicator off)**
  - Up to 20 hours (ANC on and online indicator off)**
  - Up to 18 hours (ANC off and online indicator on, default setting)
  - Up to 16 hours (ANC on and online indicator on, default setting)
- Listening Time:
  - Up to 40 hours (ANC off)
  - Up to 24 hours (ANC on)
- Charge time: 2 hours for a full charge
- Standby time: up to 30 days

RECEIVE FREQUENCY RESPONSE
- Dynamic EQ optimized for PC wideband voice telephony up to 7 kHz or for multimedia 20 Hz to 20 kHz

ANC TECHNOLOGY
- Digital Hybrid ANC using two digital MEMS microphones and 2 analog ECM microphones with three user settings (Off/low/high)

SMART SENSORS
- Answer calls by simply putting on the headset, mute by taking the headset off and pause/resume music

HEARING PROTECTION
- SoundGuard DIGITAL: G616 support limits the level to 102 dBSPL; Time-weighted average prevents average daily noise exposure from exceeding 85dBA***

MICROPHONE AND TECHNOLOGY
- Discrete noise canceling boom with Acoustic Fence technology to Microsoft Teams Open Office Premium microphone
- Smart discrete microphone boom: wear on either side and maintain location of R/L stereo. Rotate boom up to mute and down to unmute

HEADSET CONTROLS AND LIGHTS
- Call answer/end, mute, volume +/-, power on/off/pairing, ANC: Off, low, high
- Online Indicator - Two LED indicators on speaker housing shows in a call status

HEADSET BASE CONTROLS
- Voyager Focus 2 UC with Charge Stand: Desk charger only
- Voyager Office base*: Desk phone, softphone selector button; Microsoft Teams button (Microsoft Teams version only); and desk phone configuration, transmit and receive adjustment

HEADSET WEIGHT
- 175 g/.38 lbs

DATA SHEET
ACCESSORIES (INCLUDED)
- Voyager Focus 2 UC: Carry case, BT700 USB adapter and charging cable
- Voyager Focus 2 UC with Charge Stand: Carry Case, BT700 USB adapter, charging cable and charging base
- Voyager Office base*: USB-A, USB-C cable, telephone interface cable, power supply

MANAGEABILITY
- Cloud: Poly Lens service
- Local (Windows/Mac): Poly Lens Desktop App (some solutions sold separately)

CERTIFICATION
- Microsoft Teams (Teams version only)

WARRANTY
- 2-year limited warranty included

*Voyager Office Base is available as an accessory and is sold separately. Also compatible with Voyager 4300 UC Series headsets.

**Online indicator adjustments require a setting change via Poly Lens or Plantronics Hub.

***Requires Poly Lens Desktop App to enable SoundGuard DIGITAL features.

LEARN MORE
For more information on Voyager Focus 2, please visit poly.com/voyager-focus-2
For more information on the Voyager Office base visit poly.com/voyager-office-base